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MTP Holds .22 Caliber Match on March 29—Donk Outshoots the Posse
We had a great shoot. Fifteen
hearty individuals turned out to
brave the 65 degree temperatures.
Buck Bored helped run the match,
but didn’t shoot.
The match stages were written
by Lilly Blossom and were loosely
based on the movie “Stagecoach”.
Only the names were changed to
protect the innocent by renaming
the stars for candy.
The match entitled “Stage
Coach” or "Truffles FDT Troubles" included: Stage 1 - All
Aboard for Licoriceville, Stage 2 Truffles is in Trouble, Stage 3 Tootsie Roll Wells Stage Station,
Stage 4 - Fight Like “Big
Hunks", and a side match - Let’s
Get Those Varmints!
We only shot one pistol and a
lever rifle with a maximum of 15
rounds on three stages and 14 on
the other.
The side match was a team
shoot where one team member
shot the pistol (5 rounds) and the
other the rifle (5 rounds) at clay
pigeons hanging from a string. The
shooter using the pistol started first
with the rifle used to clean any targets left. Team time was added to
team member to determine match
placement.
There were rumors of teammates kissing during the team side
match with Angel being her normal Angelic self while being
mugged by Muggins. However, no
bonus style points were awarded.
You may have noted that when
Angel sent the match results she

ended with "Hope all who made the
match had as good a time as Muggins and I." Hmmmm - wonder
what prompted that - it was either a
good shoot, or............??!!
With steel put away, as well as
the guns, we were heading off the
range at about 12:30 getting us off
the range before the big winds hit.
See Page 4 for individual results.
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Cowboy Recipe

“A man’s gotta eat!”
Chuckwagon or Cowboy
Stew
Good with Bannock
2 lbs. beef, venison, elk or moose
1 bay leaf
6 carrots cut in large chunks
6 medium potatoes cut in large
chunks
6 small whole onions
1 small head cabbage, quartered
Cube meat and brown in bacon
fat. Cover with water and simmer
with cover on over low heat. After

1 hour add carrots, bay leaf,
salt, pepper. After another 30
minutes, add potatoes and onions. Add water whenever necessary to cover contents. Cook
for 30 minutes. Add cabbage
and continue cooking until tender.
Recipe by Florence Greener from
the “Old Time Chuck” cookbook
published by the Musselshell Valley Historical Museum in Roundup,
Montana.
Used with permission of MVHM.
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“Cowboy Time” by Baxter Black
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April, May, & June Events
APRIL

4/17 through 19 – Gun Show – New Shooter Recruiting
If Genesis was right on track concerning Adam’s birth
And seven days was all it took to build the planet Earth,
Then where does carbon dating fit? And all the dinosaurs?
Plus all that other ancient stuff that happened on our shores?
Now, I believe in scientists. They aren’t just lunatics!
But I believe in Genesis, which leaves me in a fix.
The answer finally came to me while makin up this rhyme,
God made the earth in seven days…but that was Cowboy Time!
Have you ever called the shoer to set aside a day/
You scrutinize your calendar, say. “Tuesday’d be okay.”
The big day comes, you take off work, alas, he’s never seen.
You call him back and he inquires, “Which Tuesday did you mean?”
Did you ever place an order to get a saddle made?
An A-Fork tree and padded seat with silver hand-inlaid.
As decades pass, all you can do is sit around and eat
So by the time it finally comes you’ve padded your own seat!
A friend came by on July Fourth. He swore he couldn’t stay
But then he said, “For just a bit.” He left on Christmas Day!
‘Soon’, to all my cowboy friends means next year…or tomorrow
Depending whether in the deal he plans to lend or borrow!
‘A couple days, a little while, not long, or right away!’
Should not be taken lit’rally in cowboyville today.
But like I said, the precedent was set so long ago.
The angels had to learn themselves what all good cowboys know.
They worried if they didn’t work to keep the schedule tight
That Earth would not be finished by the deadline Sunday night.
They’d never really thought in terms of rollin’ with the flow
But God does things in Cowboy Time…to watch the flowers grow.
He bade the angels to relax and said, “For Heaven’s sakes,
I’ll get it done in seven days…however long it takes!”
used with author permission from his book "Croutons on a Cowpie Vol. 2"
More information about Baxter Black, his poetry, and his performance schedule can be obtained from:
Coyote Cowboy Company
P.O. Box 2190
Benson, AZ 85602
(800) 654-2550
www.baxterblack.com

4/18 – Colters Hell Justice Committee- Wild Bunch
Match
4/20 – Monthly Club Meeting @ 6:30 – Underiner Motors — Finalize plans for New Shooter Intro Class
4/25 – Monthly Match
Sign-up 8:00 a.m.
Match Begins 9:00 a.m.
Match Director – Muggins Taylor
Stage Writer – Angel
**Special Event** 30/30 Rifle (lead only, no Jacketed
rounds, <1,400 fps)

MAY

5/2 – Colters’ Hell Justice Committee Match
5/2 – New Shooter Introduction Class – Pistol Building
10:00 a.m. Instructors: Swede, Latigo, Montana Lone
Wolf, Buck Bored
5/9 – High Lonesome Drifters Monthly Match – Cody
5/18 – Monthly Club Meeting @ 6:30
Assignments for June 2-day match
5/23 – Monthly Match
Sign-up 8:00 a.m.
Match Begins 9:00 a.m.
Match Director – Swede / Colorado Coolade
Stage Writer – Lilly Blossom
**Special Event ** Dead-Eye Shootout

JUNE

6/6 – Colters Hell Justice Committee Match
6/13 – High Lonesome Drifters Monthly Match – Cody
6/15 – Monthly Club Meeting @ 6:30
Final details for 2-day match
6/20 and 21 – Quigley Shoot, Forsyth
6/27 - 28 – Monthly Match – 2 Day Match
Sign-up 8:00 a.m.
Match Begins 9:00 a.m.
Match Director – Swede
Stage Writer – Grizzly Bill
**Special Event** Cowboy Skeet (5 Birds)
Camping Available first come basis beginning 6/26
Steak Dinner - Sat Evening, Main Clubhouse Basement
($12-14 pp)
Cowboy Gear Swap Meet on the 27th

Some times you may wonder why things don’t start exactly on time—like matches,
monthly meetings, etc. Well, now you know—we’re on “Cowboy Time!!”
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Cowboy Profile

“Donk”
MTP Times: Thanks, Donk, for
providing this month’s “Shooter
Profile.” Tell us, how did and/or
why did you choose your Alias?
Donk: I thought of my alias when
I went to watch my first match. All
I heard was donk, donk, donk. I
thought, “Simple, I like it.” I
looked up “Donk” on the SASS
site and I was shocked it wasn’t
taken. Most people who know
me agree “Donk” is a fitting name.
MTP Times: How long have you
been shooting Cowboy Action?
Donk: Four years.
MTP Times: Why did you start
shooting Cowboy Action?
Donk: I saw cowboy shooting on
TV and thought, “That looks like
fun.” I was right. I have always
liked shooting a lever gun. All this
started with my Daisy Red Rider
and just grew from there.
MTP Times: What do you like
about Cowboy Action Shooting?

Alias Needed (still)
Not wanting to spend a great deal of
time imagining an appropriate moniker for this endeavor, it got saddled
with (for now) the “MTP (good)
Times.”
A more appropriate “brand” is likely
in order. Feel free to send your suggested “sobriquets” with the subject
of “Newsletter Alias” to mtpeacemakers@gmail.com.

Donk: First is the friends I have
made. Shooting cowboy guns is
just fun. I'm not really concerned
about my score as much as I am
about having fun.
MTP Times: What guns do you
shoot and why? Have you shot
others? Why did you change?
Donk: I shoot Ruger Blackhawks,
a Winchester 1873 and a Winchester ‘97. I started with a Rossi, but it
was not Donk friendly. I had a Chinese ‘97, but after the third trip to
the gunsmith, I decided it wasn't
Donk friendly either. I have been
considering a switch to the dark
side. I hear they have cookies.
MTP Times: Where all do/have
you shot matches?
Donk: I have shot at Billings,
Cody, and Rexburg so far. This
year I want to shoot in Logan and
Miles City. Part of the fun of traveling to shoot with other cowboys is
getting there. Anyone want to carpool?
MTP Times: Have you held any
club positions, been match director, written scenarios,
built/contributed props (which
ones)???
Donk: I haven't been able to do
much more than tear down after
the match yet.
MTP Times: Anything new or different you'd like to see at our
matches?
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Donk: I'd like to see some moving
targets. Stuff like the Texas star.
Shotgun poppers are always
fun. We could try reloads on the
clock. The last side match was
fun — let’s do more. How about
split a playing card or the Annie
Oakley backwards with a mirror
shot. Anything with the disclaimer,
“Don’t try this at home.”
MTP Times: What other types of
shooting do you do?
Donk: Since I started I have
tried .22 silhouette with my open
sight Marlin and steel with my
Rugers. I enjoy hunting anything in
season.
MTP Times: Anything else you'd
like other shooters to know about
you??? Any advice for new shooters?
Donk: My advice for new shooters is to first pay attention to all
the stuff we do for safety sake and
then relax. All this is for fun. The
clothes, scenarios and guns are all
for fun. Ask the cowboys about
their guns or for tips. We shoot
with a great bunch of cowboys
and cowgirls—talk to them. A wise
cowboy once told me to slow
down, I’ll go faster. It works.

Comments
Feel free to provide your comments and suggestions for future
Montana Territory Peacemaker
newsletters to mtpeacemakers@gmail.com with a subject of
“Newsletter Comments.” Of
course, if your comments are less
than pertinent or complementary,
well, jest keep ‘em to yerself!
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Cowboy Humor
A dude is asking a cowboy about some of
the cowboy's attire. "Why do you wear
that big hat?" asks the dude. "Well," says
the cowboy, "my hat is a very important
piece of my equipment. It keeps the sun
off my head in the summer and keeps it
warm in the winter. When I come to a
stream I can dip it in the stream and get
my horse a drink and, then, when it's wet,
it helps keep my head cool. It's a very
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important piece of my equipment." How
about that thing around your neck?" asks
the dude. "Oh," says the cowboy, "my
neckerchief - that, too, is a very important
piece of my equipment. In the summer I
can dip it in the stream and keep my neck
cool. In the winter it helps keep my neck
warm and I can pull it up over my nose
and mouth to keep them warm in a blizzard." "So what about those leather things
on your legs?" asks the dude. "Ah, my
chaps," answers the cowboy, "they keep

my legs from getting scratched up when
I'm riding through the brush - also a very
important part of my equipment." The
dude then points at the cowboy's feet and
says, "So what's with the tennis shoes."
The cowboy replies, "Oh, those. They are
so you can tell us cowboys from the truck
drivers!!"
I told this story at the trucking company
for which I used to work. They were not
amused!

Montana Territory Peacemakers to Get New Building
at Rod and Gun club
Plans are proceeding and construction will soon
begin on a new 20 foot X 30 foot building for us to
store our props and targets. The normal annual Saturday work day turned out to be preparation for the
construction. Yellowstone Nerd recorded the event
and said, “Quite a few of the gang showed up to
empty the target shed, move it to a temporary spot
so a new shed can go up, and then put everything
back in the shed. Lascivious Latigo showed that he
can run a forklift with surgical precision, but I ain't
gonna let him take my appendix out with one.”

.22 Cal Match—Individual Results
Match
Finish Alias

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Final
Category Time Rank

Donk
CB
Colorado Coolade CB
Bugler
D
Homestake
S
Doc Money
FN
Muggins Taylor ES
L D Cool
CB
Lacivious Latigo CB
Half Cock Hardin CB
Angel
LS
Grizzly Bill
ES
Packratt
CB
Two Gun Montana ES
Quick Silver
JB

87.48
89.51
108.05
114.29
119.66
136.97
141.87
147.99
167.82
173.49
174.39
177.76
198.21
19.82

12
15
21
28
27
35
38
40
48
49
49
46
47
63

Stage 1
Time Rank

Stage 2
Time Rank

Stage 3
Stage 4
Time Rank Time Rank

Stage 5
Time Rank

15.13
17.01
21.21
22.90
31.15
22.54
32.34
19.20
30.78
26.65
43.40
44.69
68.42
53.34

13.02
15.35
23.27
25.27
24.26
24.65
31.30
44.13
31.94
41.19
34.39
38.54
22.78
36.67

18.52
12.33
18.36
16.52
16.90
33.23
14.92
18.22
27.87
31.49
33.29
24.25
37.92
41.34

22.09
28.86
22.58
28.86
22.58
23.27
30.65
41.81
30.65
23.27
27.93
22.09
27.93
41.81

1
2
4
6
9
5
10
3
8
7
11
12
14
13

1
2
4
7
5
6
8
14
9
13
10
12
3
11

7
1
6
3
4
11
2
5
9
10
12
8
13
14

18.72
2
15.96
1
22.63 4
20.74 3
24.77
6
33.28
8
32.66
7
24.63
5
46.58 11
50.89 14
35.38
9
48.19 13
41.16 10
46.66 12

1
9
3
9
3
5
11
13
11
5
7
1
7
13
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Meeting Minutes—March
Attending: Angel, Muggins Tayor, Montana Lone Wolfe, Journey West, Trooper
Tyre, MZ Griz, Grizzly Bill, Galloping
Swede, Packratt, Two Gun Montana,
Backsstrap and Buck Bored.
It was suggested that the treats and
water for the meeting be by different individuals. The following is a list of the
schedule:
APRIL - Galloping Swede
MAY - "OPEN"
JUNE - Montana Lone Wolfe/Journey
West
JULY - Pot Luck at the home of Montana
Lone Wolfe & Journey West in Joliet
AUGUST - Muggins/Angel
SEPTEMBER - "OPEN"
March .22 match is currently still
on. Set up will be one stage of steel with

set up time 8 AM. Sign up also starts at
8 AM with the match fee $10.00 - FOR
THIS MATCH ONLY. Firearms needed one .22 pistol and either a lever or
pump .22 rifle. I believe the safety
meeting is scheduled to start at 9 AM
with the match to commence shortly
after.
Clean up day is set for April 11th.
We will meet at 9 AM at the pistol building to do organization, inventory the
shooting boxes, inventory and identify
the targets we wish to earmark for sale to
new clubs/interested parties by sealed
bid. There will be a discussion of all
parties in attendance on this clean up day
of what targets we would like to put on
the list for replacement etc. It was suggested that the card suits and joker be
kept.
There will be a small instruction class
held shortly after the adjournment of the

For Sale!
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next meet for the ACES SCORING
program. If you have any of the following: Apple, Android, Nook or Kindle devices, would like put on your
device to join in on the instruction go to
ACESSCORING.COM ,complete the
free download and bring your device to
the next meeting.
This program can also be found on
Amazon.com. It is a very simplified
scoring program and we would like to
start using at our matches instead of the
old pen/paper.
The table has been reserved for the
Gun Show to be held in April. Two
Gun Montana will do the open and
close of the table. VOLUNTEERS
(two individual to a team) are needed to
sign up for 2 hour increments to man
the table on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

For Sale!

1 pair 32 H&R Magnum Baby Vaquero's w/500 rnds brass & dies all new $1,100
1897 Winchester shotguns +or- $600
1894 Winchester 32/40 Rifle $775
Various 12 Ga double guns $200 & up
SS Ruger Single Six Convertible NIB - Red & Black box $525
Ruger Single Six Flat Gate .22 LR Very Rare model
$300
Colt SAA, 2nd generation in .357 - Books @$2,340 will consider other offers
Prefer American $$, Gold, Silver
Various other modern rifles .22 on up If you need it I may have it.
Brother Van 328-6807 al@laser1040.com

Montana Territory Peacemakers to be at April Gun Show
Come on out and help us in our recruiting efforts. We’ll have a table at
the gun show on April 17-19 and could still use some help manning it.
This is the one major event we do each year to attract new shooters. If
you can spare an hour or two, we could use the help on Friday evening,
Saturday, or Sunday. Latigo will send out sign up information soon.

Timer Operator
Training - April 4th
at the Rod and Gun
Club
Latigo, Montana
Lonewolf, Journey West,
Yellowstone Nerd ,
Grizly Bill, Buck Bored,
and Colorado Coolade
reviewed the SASS
guidelines for Timer Operators and discussed several other minor items
such as keeping the line
of "ready shooters" actually ready.
Also discussed was
being carefully not to
"rush" a shooter to the
point they actually feel
rushed.
Further discussion will
take place at the monthly
meeting.

